
Q
well wishes & words of advice

Designed to make the “big day” last, The Art of Etiquette Guest Book  
gorgeously captures your guests’ heartfelt sentiments to be enjoyed  
with each passing year. 

• Each guest completes a “Words of Advice” card on the day of  
your wedding, or they can be sent out in advance with your wedding  
invitation. We recommend having your guests complete them while 
awaiting your big debut!

• Completed cards are inserted into an envelope on a selected guest 
page along with their name, a photo, and special message. 

• Guest photos can be handled in many creative ways – a fun photo 
booth, cropped photos from your photographer that capture the 
essence of each guest, or ask each guest to text you a “selfie” to be 
printed after the honeymoon! 

• And now for the true magic of each guest book – guests select a  
numbered seal to enclose their Words of Advice for a future moment  
in time. Each seal corresponds to the anniversary year the note is to 
be opened. For example, if the “ten” seal is selected, the note would 
be opened in celebration of your tenth anniversary.

• If the thought of waiting is too much to bear, no worries. For instant 
gratification, each guest page provides space for well wishes to be 
read whenever you like. 

• Keepsake pockets are presented throughout the book to hold a copy 
of your wedding invitation, vows, and toasts. 

• Toast sheets are supplied to capture those special tributes on paper. 

• Throughout the book, photo pages are provided to display your  
favorite images with timeless quotes. 

• For a cohesive look, we recommend using the same type of pen 
throughout the book. 

• Photos can be affixed with a double-sided tape roller that can be 
purchased at any local arts and crafts store.

Wishing you a day filled with much laughter and love, and a book filled  
with beautiful memories for the years to come!
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